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Why the Const it ut ion of tlie United;
States i> lifNt Type.

I

The constitution of the United!
States remains the best type of a

written constitution.
It is brief but it is also comprehensive,and not a line of legislation

can be found in it. says'the New York
World. The executive- power is ail
centered in the executive. The legis-j
lative power is all centered in the

congress. The judicial power is all
centered in the judiciary. There is

no division of responsibility except j
insofar as the senate has a check uponthe president's appointments and

shares the treaty-making power, and
the president through the veto, has
a check upon the legislation enacted
by congress.
The powers relegated to the federalauthority are specifically enumerated.The inhibitions upon the

power of congress and of the States
are clearly defined.

In spite of all the conflicts betweenloose constructionists and
4 strict constructionists, the constitutionhas never required amendment

in any of its essential provisions.
Except for an alteration in the
method of electing the president and
another alteration in the method of

electing United States senators, the

original constitution remains untouched.The other amendments
have added powers, but they have
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ture.
State constitutions are forever un-

.

dergoing revisions because they lack

the simplicity of the federal structure.They do not centre the executivepower in the governor. They do

not centre the legislative power in

the legislature; for these State constitutionsare themselves stuffed with

legislation. The judiciary has no

clear charter.
In the legislation manual of New

York the constitution of the United
r

States, with its annotations, occupied34 pages, and the constitution of
the State of New York with its annotations,occupies 114 pages. It is

no exaggeration to say that half of

the New York constitution is devoted
to matters which ought to be left to

the legislature under well-defined restrictionsupon legislative powers.
Most State constitutions are framedin distrust of the governor, of the

legislature ana 01 tne peopie memselves.In other words, they are

framed In distrust of republican selfgovernment.In that respect they
are the very antithesis of the federal
constitution.

. The Northern Gibraltar.

It is only a quarter of a century,
writes a contributor to Fields, since

s. Helgoland was an English possession.
A British force seized the barren rock
in 1807, during hostilities with Denmark,which used to own it; and
such was its stragetical importance
that England insisted on keeping it

at the end of the war.

Helgoland is opposite the mouth
of the Elbe and Weser rivers, and is

twenty-eight miles from the nearest

point on the mainland. There are

really two islands, and they are importantbecause they command the
approaches to Hamburg and Bremen,
and the entrance to the Kiel canal.
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about a mile in length by some five
hundred yards wide, with steep red
cliffs that rise two hundred feet above
sea level. A channel a quarter of a

mile wide separates the main 'rock
from a little islet called Sand Island,
or Duen-Insel. The landing place is

at the southeast corner of the island,
where a sandy spot called the UuterMandis connected with the top of the

cliffs, or oberland, by a long flight of
steps and an elevator. There is a

resident population of nearly four
thousand, and during the summer

months forty thousand holiday makersvisit Helgoland for the bathing
from the "dune."
The German occupation dates from

1890. In that year the British and
German governments made an agree-
ment by which Germany engaged to

to recognize a protectorate of Great
Britain over the island of Zanzibar
and Pemba, and the dominations of

the Sultan of Witu and the adjacent
territory up to Kismayu: and Great
Britain engaged to cede Helgoland to

Germany. The islands were fortified
in the days of the British occupation,
but the Germans have greatly
strengthened the works since they
got possession of them. They have
replaced the British batteries by
armed turrets mounting guns of
heavy calibre, and they have spent
large sums on the harbor works. Hel-
goland is one of the strongest strategicdefenses of the short but marvelouslvprotected German coast on the
North sea.
The sea, however, steadily wearingHelgoland away. In 800 A. D,.

it was 120 miles in circumference.
By 1300 it had decreased to a circumferenceof forty-five miles, and by
1649, it covered only four square
miles. At present it is hardly onethirdof one square mile in area..
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Read This List
PURE STREAMLINE BODY

A large, roomy, beautiful body, fitted with
deep, comfortable upholstering, ample leg room,

adjustable front, seat and the best fourteencoat,hand-painted and striped finish. All
Maxwell bodies are constructed of pressed
steel, mounted on a steel-channel sectioned
frame, offering the greatest possible strength
with minimum weight.

SPRING SUSPENSION
"Without a doubt you will find the Maxwell

the easiest riding, light car made. With its

amply sufficient wheel base, and semi-elliptic
front springs and three-quarter elliptic rear
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THE POWERFUL MAXWELL MOTOR

The most powerful, durable motor of i

size made. Ample power to negotiate a

road, mud, sand or hill.always at your coi

mand. Almost troubleproof, every part accesi

ble, and what is more, it is a motor

genuine economy. More miles per gallon, d;
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Its leak. Protected against breakage by a he<

ny pressed steel shell and special shock-absorb
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3j. it against the many strains and twists of

car.
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And Many Others.
reH of a sector. This makes adjustment very
in simple, as you have merely to turn the gear

one-quarter way and you have a new surface,
just as good as a complete new steering unit.
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ted BRAKES THAT HOLD AND LAST

ind One square Inch of braking surface to every .s
ivy twelve pounds of weight That's more than
ing most any other car gives to-day. Maxwell
!Cts brakes are thoroughly dependable, enclosed and
the protected from dust and dirt and have special

anti-rattling devices. Maxwell brakes are

afe very easy to handle. The slightest pressure
ead of the foot and your car comes to a dead stop. f1 4
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ixwell Owners
ier. More than 2,000 Maxwell dealers
pply new parts at reasonable prices. 1

Maxwell owned and Maxwell operated
a Maxwell dealer can supply any part
njoyed by Maxwell owners.
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